May BOM Beautiful Butterfly

Cutting List:
White Background: (tone on tone)
1 - 7 ⅜” Square
1 - 4 ⅜” Square
1 - 3 ½” Square
1 - 5” X 6 ½” Rectangle
1 - 2” X 5” Rectangle

Print 1: (lg wings)
1 - 7 ⅜” Square

Black: (solid)
1- 2” square
1- 2” X 4” rectangle

Print 3: (tail)
1- 4 ⅜” Square

Print 2: (mini 4 patch)
1 - 2” X 4” rectangle

Assembly:
2 at a time HST’s:
●

Mark a 45 degree line on the WS of the white 7 ⅜” and 4 ⅜” squares. Place RS together
with the corresponding square size of Print 1 and Print 3. Sew ¼” on either side of the
marked line. Press to set seam, cut on line. Press seams to dark. True blocks to
6 ½” and 3 ½” square. Set aside.

.

B/W 4 Patch:

●

Place black and white 2” X 4” rectangles RS together, sew scant ¼” seam. Press to
dark. Sub cut into 2 - 2” X 3 ½” rectangles. Sew together in 4 patch with black and white
alternating, seams will nest nicely. Block will measure 3 ½” square.

Tail:
●

Arrange 1 - 3 ½” white square, 2 - 3 ½” hst’s and the b/w 4 patch according to the picture
below. Sew together with scant ¼” seam allowance, press for opposing seams for nice
nesting. Block will measure 6 ½” square.

Head:
● Sew black 2” square to 2” X 5 “ white rectangle. Strip will finish 2” X 6 ½”.
● Join the combined strip to the white 5” X 6 ½” rectangle like pictured below. Block will
measure 6 ½” square. Give your block a good starching, this will help to stabilize and
support the stitching of the antennas. Ensure that it’s totally dry before marking.
● Mark antenna following picture below. I used a bowl with a 5” diameter. Mark a ¾” box in
each corner as pictured below. Annetenna should end ¾” away from both raw edges.
● Using a 40 wt black thread begint stitching from the center, once you come within the ¾”
barrier stop, and with needle down pivot so that you stitch right back on the same
stitched line until you are back at the center, stitch the other side the same. When you
are back to the center, leave a long tail to pull thru to the back of the block and tie off.
Press to remove any marked lines.

Assemble the 4 - 6 ½”pieced block components as pictured below. Block will measure
12 ½” square.

